Stage 3 Constructability Review Recommendations
Constructability reviews are intended to improve the
effectiveness of a set of plans, specifications and bid documents.
The plans should be clear for the contractor to be able to provide
accurate bids and understand INDOT’s requirements during
construction.
The basic objective of the Constructability Review is to seek out
overlooked problems that increase costs, impair the schedule, and
decrease quality and safety margins.
The Stage 3 Review is conducted jointly by the Project Manager
and the Construction Manager to achieve the best bid package.
Stage 3 Review occurs at the Final Plan Package. The intent of
the Stage 3 plans is to have the plans, special provisions and cost
estimates in final form.
• Final Field Check and Constructability/Utility Conference
comments have been accounted for.
• Right of Way is complete or accounted for.
• Utilities Permits and NTP have been issued or accounted for.
• If required, Railroad Permits and NTP have been issued.
• Final Construction Cost Estimate and Final Special Provisions
(including all water way permits) are complete.
• Compare the cost estimate with the quantity calculations,
quantity tables in the plan set, and look for any missing pay
items.
Items to Review at Stage 3
• Check for conflicts between items and plans and special
provisions and specifications.
They should be consistent
throughout.
• Check for any specification updates that might impact the item
needed.
• The items used need to match the specification items.
• Watch for
descriptions.
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Stage 3 Constructability Review cont’d

Stage 3 Documents
• Stage 3 Plans
• Final Field Check Meeting Minutes
• Constructability/Utility Review Minutes
• Special Provisions
• Permits (Environmental, Railroad, & Utility)
• Final Environmental Document
• Rule 5 Erosion Control Submission
• Geotechnical Investigation Report
• Pavement Design Approval
• Hazardous Materials Investigation Report
• Quantity Calculations
• Cost Estimate
• Transportation Management Plan
• Commitment Report
Commonly Missed Items to Check
• Pavement removal
• RPM removal
• Remove traffic signal
• Line removal for phasing
• Pavement message marking removal
• Pipe removal. Either include an item for this and quantify it
with a table or include it in clearing or right of way.
• CZ units for barrier wall
• Mob/Demob for seeding
• Missed pavement marking items
• Road closure sign assemblies
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Stage 3 Constructability Review cont’d

Other Considerations
• A “clearing of R/W” description helps.
• “HMA for approaches” conflicts between specs, plans and
special provisions.
• Sometime it is better to not have an item rather than to do a
“just in case” item that is undistributed.
• Low quantity items can hurt us, especially if there is a
“quantity basis”.
• Usage of Message Boards is not “per day”.
“each”.

It should be

• The direction sign on the Detour Route Marker assemblies
are left out of the plans.
• Barricade quantities are too low.
• Preformed loops rarely work into the phasing.
• Asphalt pavement vs. concrete: Is there enough room for
construction staging for concrete pavement.
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Indiana Department of Transportation

LEVEL 2

Project Constructability Review 3
Stage 3 Preventive Maintenance Plan Review Submission

Project Manager/Construction Manager/Maintenance Manager

Primary DES No. ______________________ Contract No. _____________________________
Route _________________________________ District ____________________________________
Work Type _____________________________ RFC Date __________________________________
Project Location ___________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Project Description _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
County/City/Town __________________ Designer __________________________________
Project Manager ______________________________
Construction Manager _______________________ Date ______________________________

Evaluation of Project Constructability Quality
Evaluation Criteria
CONSTRUCTABILITY

Y

N N/A

A. Plans – Road
1. Are conflicts between plans and standard
*
drawings?
2. Are control points included and match the work
*
to existing conditions?
3. Can existing drainage patterns be maintained
*
during construction?
4. Do driveway/turnout grades meet allowable
*
standards?
5. Are special structures required because of pipe
*
size or number of pipes?
*
*

6. Are paving limits shown?

7. Is milling required?
8. Can existing roadway materials be salvaged for
*
other use?
9. Has Geotech taken cores of the existing
pavement and shoulder to verify the structure
*
of the existing roadway? Where were cores
taken?
10. What are the locations of Geotech
*
investigations? When were they taken?
Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Evaluation Criteria
11. Is the geotechnical engineering completed as
*
necessary?
12. Is there sufficient room for concrete pavement
*
construction phasing?
13. Check for conflicts with existing/proposed
*
drainage.
14. Is existing drainage affected by the temporary
*
pavement?
B. Pay Items & Cost Estimate
* 1. Are pay items appropriate?
* 2. Are pay items consistent with specifications?
*
*
*
*
*

Y

N N/A

3. Does the estimate include a pay item for all work
included in the plans? Do pay items reflect scope of
work?
4. Are cost estimates and unit prices appropriate for
type of project?
5. Has Stage 3 Cost Estimate been checked?
6. Were all temporary items for maintenance of traffic
included?
7. Pavement Removal item? Is asphalt pavement removal
included in the common excavations? Is temporary
pavement?
8. RPM Removal item?
9. Remove Traffic Signal item?
10. Line Removal for Phasing item?
11. Pipe Removal item?
12. CZ Units for Barrier Wall item?
13. Mob/Demob for seeding item?

*
*
*
*
*
*
C. Quantities
* 1. Are quantities reliable and verifiable?
2. Are quantity estimates developed to appropriate
*
level for this review?
D. Special Provisions
1. Do special provisions include measurement and
*
basis of payment?
* 2. Are any special provisions omitted?
3. Are there any apparent conflicts between
*
plans, specifications or special provisions?
4. Are all required permits detailed in special
*
provisions?
5. Are required lanes and closure periods clearly
*
identified?
6. Is special coordination required, RR, Permits,
*
Regulatory?
Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Evaluation Criteria
7. Are the environmental restriction period
*
impacts identified?
8. Are unique Special Provisions developed as
*
needed?
E. Utilities and Railroad
* 1. Are utility conflicts identified?
* 2. Are all known utilities indicated on plans?
3. Check driveways/sidewalks for conflicts with
*
utilities.
4. Can reasonable changes be made to avoid utility
*
conflicts?
5. Are utilities to be maintained during
*
construction? If so, are provisions in place?
6. Are pole relocations in conflict with proposed
*
sidewalks?
7. Is railroad coordination in progress as
*
required?
* 8. Do the structures fit in the R/W?
F. Environmental
1. Environmental restrictions period impacts have
*
been identified?
* 2. Have all permit requirements been met? Rule 5?
* 3. Are dust and noise control measures identified?
4. If the work is located adjacent to a residential
area or occupied building, provisions may be
*
required to minimize the impact of noise
producing activities, such as restricted work
hours or temporary noise barriers.
5. Are required environmental permits identified &
*
applications drafted? Hazardous Materials
Investigative Report?
6. Any Environmental active commitment instead of
*
permits?
7. Have the mitigation requirements been identified
*
& plans developed?
8. If present, are historical structures identified
*
on plans with clear instruction on limitations
and handling?
G. Right of Way
* 1. Sufficient R/W available for all operations?
2. Is temporary R/W for construction access
*
identified?
* 3. Is there sufficient R/W to relocate all utilities?

Y

N N/A

Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Y N N/A
Evaluation Criteria
4. Has the required R/W been identified and
*
sufficient for the project and all necessary
construction operations?
* 5. Access to work areas?
H. Construction Phasing
1. Are work zone widths adequate for
*
construction equipment needs?
2. Are there grade changes between phases that
*
won’t allow access to adjacent properties?
3. Is there enough horizontal clearance for
*
barriers, shoring, and construction access?
4. Are proposed construction phases appropriate
*
and constructible?
5. Have Unique Special Revisions required by the
*
construction phasing been drafted?
* 6. Are there areas with restricted access?
7. Are travel lanes adequate? Width? Number? Wide
*
Loads?
8. Does staging cause special conditions (i.e.
structural adequacy/stability)? If shoulders are
*
required to carry traffic during stage
construction, are they structrally adequate or
should reconstruction be required?
9. Proposed adjacent contracts, restrictions,
*
constraints identified and accounted for?
10. Will traffic signal preformed loops work with
*
phasing?
11. Does proposed drainage function during
*
construction phases?
I. Traffic Maintenance & Traffic Management Plans
1. Emergency vehicle travel through closure
*
areas?
2. “Drop offs” due to construction phasing
*
addressed to safely maintain traffic lanes.
* 3. Are pedestrian, bicycle, ADA needs considered?
4. Are exits and entrances to work zones adequate
*
and safe?
5. Is detour necessary for averting
*
delays/congestion?
6. Is there adequate vertical clearance in all
*
phases of the MOT?
7. Are approach and driveway grade appropriate
*
and has construction phasing and property
owner access been considered?
Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Evaluation Criteria
8. Adequate turn lanes provided to avoid traffic
*
backups?
9. Does the TMP adequately address site
*
conditions and traffic volumes?
10. Does the MOT plan address adequate work area
*
for construction operations?
11. Are conflicts with other work in area of
*
project being addressed?
* 12. Does signing meet traffic needs in each phase?
13. Are work zones large enough for equipment
*
access?
J. Schedule & Special Considerations
1. Is letting schedule appropriate for desired
*
completion date?
2. Does schedule address other work in area or
*
related contracts in project?
3. Does schedule address environmental
*
restriction periods?
4. Does schedule address local events, holidays,
*
etc.?
5. Does schedule address utility relocation
*
timeline?
K. General Considerations?
1. Are unique Special Provisions developed as
*
needed?
2. Are approach and driveway grades appropriate
*
and has construction phasing and property
owner access been considered?
3. Any subdivisions or commercial/industrial areas
*
not indicated? Conflicts with adjacent projects,
if any?
Note
No.

Y

N N/A

REVIEWER COMMENTS

Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Note
No.

REVIEWER COMMENTS

(Attach additional sheets as necessary)

Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Note
No.

DESIGNER COMMENTS

(Attach additional sheets as necessary)

Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Indiana Department of Transportation

LEVEL 3

Project Constructability Review 3
Stage 3 Preventive Maintenance Plan Review Submission

Project Manager/Construction Manager/Maintenance Manager

Primary DES No. ______________________ Contract No. _____________________________
Route _________________________________ District ____________________________________
Work Type _____________________________ RFC Date __________________________________
Project Location ___________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
Project Description _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
County/City/Town __________________ Designer __________________________________
Project Manager ______________________________
Construction Manager _______________________ Date ______________________________

Evaluation of Project Constructability Quality
Evaluation Criteria
CONSTRUCTABILITY

Y

N N/A

A. Plans – Road
1. Are conflicts between plans and standard
*
drawings?
2. Are control points included and match the work
*
to existing conditions?
3. Can existing drainage patterns be maintained
*
during construction?
4. Do driveway/turnout grades meet allowable
*
standards?
5. Are special structures required because of pipe
*
size or number of pipes?
*
*

6. Are paving limits shown?

7. Is milling required?
8. Can existing roadway materials be salvaged for
*
other use?
9. Has Geotech taken cores of the existing
pavement and shoulder to verify the structure
*
of the existing roadway? Where were cores
taken?
10. What are the locations of Geotech
*
investigations? When were they taken?
Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Evaluation Criteria
11. Is the geotechnical engineering completed as
*
necessary?
12. Is there sufficient room for concrete pavement
*
construction phasing?
13. Check for conflicts with existing/proposed
*
drainage.
14. Is existing drainage affected by the temporary
*
pavement?
B. Pay Items & Cost Estimate
* 1. Are pay items appropriate?
* 2. Are pay items consistent with specifications?
*
*
*
*
*

Y

N N/A

3. Does the estimate include a pay item for all work
included in the plans? Do pay items reflect scope of
work?
4. Are cost estimates and unit prices appropriate for
type of project?
5. Has Stage 3 Cost Estimate been checked?
6. Were all temporary items for maintenance of traffic
included?
7. Pavement Removal item? Is asphalt pavement removal
included in the common excavations? Is temporary
pavement?
8. RPM Removal item?
9. Remove Traffic Signal item?
10. Line Removal for Phasing item?
11. Pipe Removal item?
12. CZ Units for Barrier Wall item?
13. Mob/Demob for seeding item?

*
*
*
*
*
*
C. Quantities
* 1. Are quantities reliable and verifiable?
2. Are quantity estimates developed to appropriate
*
level for this review?
D. Special Provisions
1. Do special provisions include measurement and
*
basis of payment?
* 2. Are any special provisions omitted?
3. Are there any apparent conflicts between
*
plans, specifications or special provisions?
4. Are all required permits detailed in special
*
provisions?
5. Are required lanes and closure periods clearly
*
identified?
6. Is special coordination required, RR, Permits,
*
Regulatory?
Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Evaluation Criteria
7. Are the environmental restriction period
*
impacts identified?
8. Are unique Special Provisions developed as
*
needed?
E. Utilities and Railroad
* 1. Are utility conflicts identified?
* 2. Are all known utilities indicated on plans?
3. Check driveways/sidewalks for conflicts with
*
utilities.
4. Can reasonable changes be made to avoid utility
*
conflicts?
5. Are utilities to be maintained during
*
construction? If so, are provisions in place?
6. Are pole relocations in conflict with proposed
*
sidewalks?
7. Is railroad coordination in progress as
*
required?
* 8. Do the structures fit in the R/W?
F. Environmental
1. Environmental restrictions period impacts have
*
been identified?
* 2. Have all permit requirements been met? Rule 5?
* 3. Are dust and noise control measures identified?
4. If the work is located adjacent to a residential
area or occupied building, provisions may be
*
required to minimize the impact of noise
producing activities, such as restricted work
hours or temporary noise barriers.
5. Are required environmental permits identified &
*
applications drafted? Hazardous Materials
Investigative Report?
6. Any Environmental active commitment instead of
*
permits?
7. Have the mitigation requirements been identified
*
& plans developed?
8. If present, are historical structures identified
*
on plans with clear instruction on limitations
and handling?
G. Right of Way
* 1. Sufficient R/W available for all operations?
2. Is temporary R/W for construction access
*
identified?
* 3. Is there sufficient R/W to relocate all utilities?

Y

N N/A

Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Evaluation Criteria
4. Has the required R/W been identified and
*
sufficient for the project and all necessary
construction operations?
* 5. Access to work areas?
H. Construction Phasing
1. Are work zone widths adequate for
*
construction equipment needs?
2. Are there grade changes between phases that
*
won’t allow access to adjacent properties?
3. Is there enough horizontal clearance for
*
barriers, shoring, and construction access?
4. Are proposed construction phases appropriate
*
and constructible?
5. Have Unique Special Revisions required by the
*
construction phasing been drafted?
* 6. Are there areas with restricted access?
7. Are travel lanes adequate? Width? Number? Wide
*
Loads?
8. Does staging cause special conditions (i.e.
structural adequacy/stability)? If shoulders are
*
required to carry traffic during stage
construction, are they structrally adequate or
should reconstruction be required?
9. Proposed adjacent contracts, restrictions,
*
constraints identified and accounted for?
10. Will traffic signal preformed loops work with
*
phasing?
11. Does proposed drainage function during
*
construction phases?
I. Traffic Maintenance & Traffic Management Plans
1. Emergency vehicle travel through closure
*
areas?
2. “Drop offs” due to construction phasing
*
addressed to safely maintain traffic lanes.
* 3. Are pedestrian, bicycle, ADA needs considered?
4. Are exits and entrances to work zones adequate
*
and safe?
5. Is detour necessary for averting
*
delays/congestion?
6. Is there adequate vertical clearance in all
*
phases of the MOT?
7. Are approach and driveway grade appropriate
*
and has construction phasing and property
owner access been considered?
Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Evaluation Criteria
8. Adequate turn lanes provided to avoid traffic
*
backups?
9. Does the TMP adequately address site
*
conditions and traffic volumes?
10. Does the MOT plan address adequate work area
*
for construction operations?
11. Are conflicts with other work in area of
*
project being addressed?
* 12. Does signing meet traffic needs in each phase?
13. Are work zones large enough for equipment
*
access?
J. Schedule & Special Considerations
1. Is letting schedule appropriate for desired
*
completion date?
2. Does schedule address other work in area or
*
related contracts in project?
3. Does schedule address environmental
*
restriction periods?
4. Does schedule address local events, holidays,
*
etc.?
5. Does schedule address utility relocation
*
timeline?
K. General Considerations?
1. Are unique Special Provisions developed as
*
needed?
2. Are approach and driveway grades appropriate
*
and has construction phasing and property
owner access been considered?
3. Any subdivisions or commercial/industrial areas
*
not indicated? Conflicts with adjacent projects,
if any?
Note
No.

Y

N N/A

REVIEWER COMMENTS

Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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Project Constructability Review (Stage 3)
* - Item related to consultant designer evaluation

Y - Yes, N - No, NA - Not Applicable, Note - See note number, Flag - Item requires priority attention
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(Attach additional sheets as necessary)
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